Caldera

ColorPad

Manual stand-alone spectrophotometer

- USB and Wifi connectivity
- Integrated touchscreen
- Conditions: M0, M1, M2*
- Allows: linearization, ICC profiles, Spot colors measurement
- On flexible or rigid opaque media

*Measurement Conditions:
M0 = undefined UV
M1 = with UV
M2 = UV filter

Professional Spectrophotometer

A portable professional spectrophotometer for measuring a diversity of media used in professional digital printing (including both large and wide format).

Because of its computer-independence, the ColorPad can be used directly on a printer. Its integrated touch display simplifies the interaction with the device and gives immediate feedback about the measurement results.

The ColorPad is an ideal tool for all digital print professionals for use away from a desk.

More details on: www.caldera.com